Suggested Core
Subjects:
English








Children to write messages
about themselves to attach to
a balloon.
Children create Diary Entry
Blogs about their Hot Air
Balloon Ride.
Children to create fact files
about topical figures.
Children to write a postcard
from their holiday destination.
Linked activities as suggested
in ‘Flight’ Literacy Quests.

Mathematics




Children to sort creatures that
fly into Venn diagrams made
from giant hoops.
Linked activities as suggested
in ‘Flight’ Maths Quest.

Science



Children to make and test
paper aero planes.
Children to investigate and
test how a hot air balloon
works.

Year 1 Flight: Theme Content
Personal Development

Foundation Subjects

Spiritual

History, Geography and Citizenship

Children will discuss techniques
for overcoming fears when
writing about Hot Air Balloon
rides.

Moral
Children are to discuss why we
need passports to travel and how
they keep us safe.

History
 Children to be able to recall information about the first ever flight
and the jet era.
Geography
 Children to learn about the migration of birds and map out
migration patterns.
 Children will be able to locate popular flight destinations on a map.
Citizenship
 Children to discuss the job roles at airports and the qualities
needed to carry out these roles.

Art and Design and Design Technology

Children will learn about different
job roles in our community with a
focus on a Visit from a local Pilot.

Art
 Children will recreate impressionist art to create a painting of a hot
air balloon.
Design Technology
 Children to use papier-mâché techniques to create and decorate
their own hot air balloons.
 Children to use junk modelling to create their own rocket ships.

Cultural

Music, Languages and Physical Education

Social

Children are to learn about
significant figures in British
History such as The Wright
Brothers and Sir Frank Whittle.

Music


Children to compose their own flight music.

Computing
Children to use ‘I Can Animate’ to explain the role of a pilot

